Crawly Creepy Caterpillar

Supplies: Four toilet tissue tubes
Scissors
Punch
String
Markers or paints
Big eye needle

Directions: Cut two shallow curves out of both ends of each tube.

Punch holes to put string through.

Cut a small slits as indicated in the sketch.

Using paint or markers, put designs on each of the tubes.

String the needle, and sew the tubes together loosely, as indicated in the sketch.

Cut 5 strings about 18" long. A knot, or a button attached to the end of the string will keep the string from pulling through the slit.

Attach the strings as shown, tie a loop in the top.
and Creepy is ready to go!

This classic craft design was created by Helen Spaetzel, a designer and puppet maker for Rainbow Puppet Productions. Please enjoy and share your results on our website and facebook page. www.rainbowpuppets.com